ICA24 Communication Science and Biology (CSaB) Agenda  
Friday, June 21, 2024  
4:30 PM - 5:45 PM; CCU – Room 3 (GCCEC)  
https://commscience.org/  

CSaB Officers  
Richard Huskey (Chair), University of California Davis  
Chris Cascio (Vice Chair), University of Wisconsin-Madison  
Amelia Couture Bue (Secretary), University of Maine  
Jason Coronel (Treasurer), The Ohio State University  
Ralf Schmälzle (International Liaison), Michigan State University  
David Lydon-Staley (Digital Media Coordinator), University of Pennsylvania  
Shelby Wilcox (Student and Early Career Representative), Michigan State University  

Agenda  
1. Welcome and Introductions (Richard)  
   a. Recognition of officers  
   b. Election Results  
      i. 22% voter turnout (Up from 2023 @17%)  
      ii. Welcome To our new officers! Vice Chair: Kory Floyd, U of Arizona; Student and Early Career Representative: Yuqian (Neil) Ni, Indiana U Bloomington; International Liaison: Karolien Poels, U of Antwerp  
2. Approval of the 2023 minutes (see http://csab.commscience.org/archives/)  
3. CSaB Website and Social Media (Richard)  
   a. Quick tour of content and services  
   b. If you have news you want to share (job posting, call for papers, recent publication, etc.) contact us and we are happy to help promote  
4. Membership and Budget Report (Richard)  
   a. Membership as of June 19, 2024: 143 (Down from 2023 @167)  
      I. Overall ICA Membership is also down  
   b. Starting funds FY24: $12,587.45  
   c. Income:  
      i. Membership Dues: $1,905.00  
   c. Expenses  
      i. Joint reception: $965.25 (estimated)  
      ii. Travel awards: $300.00  
      iii. Welcome Event: $651.42 (estimated)  
      iv. Stickers: $145.60  
      v. Top Paper Awards: $30.35  
      vi. Award Plaques: $66.60  
      vii. Keynote Travel: $2000.00  
   d. Net (Income – Expenses): $10,333.23 (estimated)  
5. 2023 Paper Competition and Conference Planning (Chris)  
   a. Overall total: 69 (Up from 2023 @52)  
      i. 36 Paper Submissions (Up from 2023 @18)  
      ii. 24 Extended Abstract Submissions (Up from 2023 @15)  
      iii. 9 Preregistration Submissions (Down from 2023 @17)  
      iv. 0 Panel submission (Down from 2022 @1)
b. Each submission received at least 2 reviews
   i. Thank you to all reviewers who submitted their reviews on time!

c. 4 Panels, 1 Poster, 1 Welcome Meeting + Keynote

d. 59% Acceptance Rate (Down from 2023 @88%)
   i. Overall ICA acceptance rate 32% (Down from 2023 @33%)

6. Awards (Chris)

a. Registration Waiver & Travel Awards: 5 (Up from 2023 @4)
   i. Douglas Perry, Stellenbosch University, Stellenbosch, South Africa
   ii. Zongya Li, Huazhong University of Science and Technology, Wuhan, Hubei, China
   iii. Fiona Nah, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong
   iv. Matt Minich, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, Wisconsin, USA
   v. Musa Malik, University of California Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, California, USA

b. Rockstar Reviewer:
   i. Benjamin Muzekari, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA

c. Top Paper Awards
   i. *Intersubject Correlations in Reward and Mentalizing Brain Circuits Separately Predict Persuasiveness of Two Types of ISIS Video Propaganda.*
      Michael S. Cohen; Yuan Chang Leong; Keven Ruby; Robert Pape; Jean Decety
   ii. *Profiles of Daily Positive Emotion Dynamics and Associations With Flourishing*
      Nidah Mohammed; Eric Layland; Danielle Cosme; Yoon Kang; Zachary Boyd; Peter Mucha; Kevin Ochsner; Emily B. Falk; Danielle Bassett; David M. Lydon-Staley
   iii. *This Is Your Brain on PSAs: Testing for Neural Correlates of Reactance in Response to Messages About Driving Under the Influence of Cannabis*
      Matt Minich; Lauren A. Kriss; Christopher N. Cascio
   iv. *Exploring the Interactive Effects of Language Style, Source Type, and the Provision of Choice on Vaccination Persuasion: A Mixed-Methods Research*
      Zongya Li; Qi Zhou
   v. *Measuring Media Multitasking: Is it Time to Abandon the Media Multitasking Index?*
      Douglas A. Parry; Jacob T. Fisher
   vi. *Pictorial Warning Labels Reduce Sharing Intentions, Alter Self-Relevance Processes Elicited by Social Media Posts Promoting Cannabis Edibles*
      Matt Minich; Lynne M. Cotter; Lauren A. Kriss; Linqi Lu; Sijia Yang; Christopher N. Cascio
   vii. *Beyond the Screen: Looking for Moral Understanding in User Comments on YouTube Short Films*
      Musa Malik; Sungbin Youk; Rene Weber
   viii. *The Effects of Cigarette Warning Labels' Message Framings and Self-Affirmation on Smokers: A fNIRS Study*
      Eunsung Lee; Francis J. Costello

D. Outstanding Contribution to Communication Science Award
   i. Not Awarded. No Submissions

E. Rising Star In Communication Science Award
   i. Eligible for ICA 2025

7. Report from the ICA Board Meeting (Richard)

a. Upcoming ICAs
   i. ICA25: Denver, Colorado, USA, June 2025
   ii. ICA26: TBD – Global South
   iii. ICA27: Chicago, Illinois, USA
b. Other Board Meeting Business
8. Report from ICA Executive Committee
   a. ICA25 Teaser (Location, Room Rates, Theme, dates)
9. New Officer Elections
   a. Soliciting three new officers this election cycle:
      i. Secretary
   b. For more information, see: https://www.icahdq.org/page/div_ig_candidate_info
10. New Business:
    a. Membership, how do we increase it?
    b. Welcome meeting + keynote, shall we do this again?
    c. Other business?